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DENVER
THE MILE HIGH CITY

building an economically
robust and inclusive city
The 2007 Downtown Area Plan is the guiding vision for a livable,
healthy, economically vibrant and exciting Downtown Denver
In 2007, the Downtown Denver Partnership (Partnership) and
the City and County of Denver (CCD), with funding support
from the Downtown Denver Business Improvement District
(BID) and numerous other public and private entities, convened
the community to develop a bold vision to achieve a vibrant,
economically healthy, growing and vital center city. With this
20-year vision as our guide, an unparalleled bias for action, and
our dedicated and sustained effort set firmly on building an
economically powerful center city, we have seen incredible progress
in each of the plan’s vision elements.

Introduction
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The Downtown Area Plan (DAP) serves as a tool to help community leaders,
decision makers, and citizens build on Downtown Denver’s assets and guide future
development to reflect the community’s vision of a livable, healthy, sustainable and
vibrant downtown.

At the ten-year anniversary of the plan, the Downtown Denver Partnership and the
City and County of Denver marked the mid-point of the Downtown Area Plan’s
20-year intended life to celebrate key achievements, individuals, and groups that
have contributed toward realizing the community’s vision.

To achieve the community’s vision, Downtown Denver must be committed to a
sustained effort in each of the five vision elements: Prosperous, Walkable, Diverse,
Distinctive and Green.

Through the recently completed Mid-Point Reflection process, the Partnership
and CCD have documented key accomplishments, identified the most influential
trends, and reiterated the highest priorities for continued implementation of the
strategies and projects associated with each of the five major vision elements.

The vision elements contain a total of 19 strategies - of which seven were
designated as major “transformative” projects – which are critical for downtown to
remain competitive within regional, state, national and international markets in the
coming decades.

Growth Projections for Downtown Denver through 2027

Using this inclusive and strategic community engagement process that reexamined
the values laid out in the 2007 Downtown Area Plan, Downtown Denver has the
opportunity to respond to emerging trends in the social, economic, environmental
and political landscapes of downtowns. This process continues to provide the
guidance to pursue unforeseen opportunities and new challenges that have arisen
and will continue to unfold.
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The persistent effort needed to keep the plan relevant requires the next
generation of leaders to step up and continue to plan with purpose, to make
meaningful impact. The Downtown Area Plan Next Generation (NextGen) group
guided the process to reinvigorate the 2007 Downtown Area Plan with enough
energy to endure for the next ten years. The DAP NextGen group worked through
the feedback received from vision element focus groups, Partnership committees,
councils, boards, and membership.
At the end of the Downtown Area Plan Mid-Point Reflection, this group will begin
carrying the torch of creating an impactful culture and business community with
the Downtown Area Plan as our guide, building our center city and making our
place.

(Updated Target)

The 2007 Downtown Denver Area Plan included growth projections for new residents and jobs that,
at the mid-point, are close to the original targets. The mid-point reflection allows us to recalibrate
these projections for the next ten years, resulting in an expectation for 38,200 residents and 157,500
jobs within Downtown Denver by 2027.
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the vision for downtown denver

the vision elements
To achieve a vibrant, economically
healthy, growing and vital downtown, Denver must be
DENVER
THE MILE HIGH CITY

committed to a sustained effort in each of the elements: Prosperous, Walkable, Diverse,
Distinctive and Green. The strategies and projects in each category are critical for Downtown
Denver to remain competitive within regional, state, national and international markets.

VIBRANT An Economically Healthy, Growing and Vital Downtown

prosperous

walkable

diverse

distinctive

green

Attracting Jobs, Growth
and Investments

Putting
Pedestrians First

Being a Socially and
Economically Inclusive
Place

Cultivating a Mosaic of
Urban Districts

Building a
Greener Denver

The Downtown of the
Rocky Mountain Region

An Outstanding Pedestrian Environment

Downtown Living

District Evolution

An Outdoor Downtown

Every street is safe, comfortable and attractive,
recognizing that walkability is a basic underpinning
of a strong urban environment.

Broaden the array of household
types with attainable and
affordable options, and provide
amenities for a range of
people.

Foster a collection of
identifiable districts
throughout Downtown
Denver celebrating and
enlivening their iconic
features and gathering
places.

Enhance the public realm
to provide a seamless
and enjoyable outdoor
experience connecting
parks, plazas and recreation
areas.

Establish Downtown Denver as a leader
in the 21st century global economy.

Building on Transit
Energizing the Commercial Core
Enhance the pedestrian and transit
experience in the commercial core
to bolster economic development
opportunities.

A Comprehensive Retail Strategy
Expand the residential, workforce, and
visitor customer base to build Downtown
Denver as a vital retail center.

Clean and Safe
Downtown Denver remains a place where
people feel safe and the public realm is
clean, well-maintained, and well-lit.
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Couple the regional transit network with an equally
ambitious local system that provides quick and
efficient connections.
Bicycle City
A complete and clear bicycle network provides
easy and safe connections into and through
downtown.
Park the Car Once
Clear and logical pedestrian, bicycle, and transit
connections make it easy and comfortable to move
around downtown without a car.

A Family Friendly Place
Attract children and their
families to visit, go to school,
recreate, explore, and live
downtown.
Embracing Adjacent
Neighborhoods
Link center city neighborhoods
together and more closely with
the downtown core.

An International Downtown
Grand Boulevards
Transform our major thoroughfares into celebrated,
multi-modal boulevards as a compliment to
Denver’s parkway system.

Recognize and celebrate the
diversity of downtown and
make Denver a more inviting
worldwide destination.

Connecting Auraria
Foster expanded physical
and programmatic
connections between the
Auraria Campus and the rest
of downtown.

Downtown’s New
Neighborhood: Arapahoe
Square
Redevelop Arapahoe Square
as a cutting-edge, densely
populated, mixed-use area
and center of innovative
business.

A Rejuvenated Civic
Center
Restore and reactivate Civic
Center to attract more
visitors, residents, workers
and students to the park.

Sustainable Use of
Resources
Incorporate sustainability as
a core value of downtown
and integrate its concepts
into all future projects,
programs, and policies.

Strategy Framework
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global trends
The 2007 Downtown Area Plan for Denver was influenced by a ground-breaking analysis of
demographic, lifestyle and competitive trends that were influencing the shape of American cities.
The original trends assessment helped to create plan priorities and resulted in development forecasts
for residential and employment growth that have proven to be accurate. Since 2007, the DAP trends
assessment has evolved into P.U.M.A.’s Global Trends Report and has been periodically updated. The
table below is a refreshed trends assessment with planning implications for Downtown Denver moving
forward from 2018.

GLOBAL TRENDS SHAPING DOWNTOWNS – 2018 AND BEYOND
DEMOGRAPHICS

Trends

What’s New or
Changing?

Implications
for Downtown
Denver
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Changing
American
Demographics

Education,
Talent and
Jobs

Millennials
are now
the largest
population
group in the
US – they
could hold
75% of all jobs
by 2025.
Gen Z is
following close
behind.

Economic
development
is now about
businesses
following
clusters of
young skilled
talent.
Growth in labor
force over next
20 years will
be fed largely
by non-white
populations.

Downtown
needs to retain
its appeal
to multiple
generations,
including
Millennials,
emerging Gen
Z and aging
Boomers.

Continue to
create job
opportunities
for younger
demographics,
plus ensure
downtown is
welcoming
to diverse
populations and
offers pathways
to leadership.
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LIFESTYLES

COMPETITION

Changing
Consumer
Behaviors

Shifts in
Transportation
and Mobility

Rising prices and
cost of living in
“superstar” cities
is creating a
migration to midtier “opportunity”
cities, capitalizing
on the lower
cost of living
consistent with
urban amenities.

Disruption in
traditional retail
formats plus
millennial focus
on sharing
economy places
premium on
unique retail
and experiential
concepts.

Shift from
vehicles to
alternative
modes of
mobility
continues –
percent of
teens with
driver’s licenses
has declined
to rates not
seen since the
1960s.

Downtowns are
evolving into
multi-dimensional
neighborhoods,
yet narrow wealthy
demographics
threaten economic
vitality.

Growing national
debt plus increased
polarization in
national politics
makes federal and
state resources less
attainable to cities.

80% of the world’s
population lives
in emerging
economies like
China and India.
Global demand
continues to
pressure costs of
new development
� especially steel,
concrete and
petroleum.

Smart phone
technology,
introduced same
year as DAP, has
influenced use
of space and
economic activity,
placing more
emphasis on social
spaces that offer
safety and speed
for computing.

While
environmental
and economic
sustainability are
well understood,
social equity grows
in importance as
income inequality
reaches historical
gaps.

Pro-actively
address cost
of living issues,
particularly
housing and
transportation.
Offer younger
populations
meaningful
opportunities in
city building.

Develop flexible
retail and
entertainment
formats and
anticipate
technological
changes –
measure retail by
sales, not space.
Gen Z, who
could be more
materialistic,
may shake
things up.

Continue
to advance
complete
streets
concepts
and promote
a walkable/
bikeable
downtown.
Employ
universal
design
concepts for
both aging
population and
young families.

Encourage diverse
housing in price
point and unit type.
Create amenities
for living, including
active green space,
school options and
day care.

Downtown can be
a leading voice
to build on Metro
Denver’s tradition of
regional investment
to strengthen
innovation,
education and
infrastructure.

Investment
in existing
infrastructure
along with
increased density
provides economic
advantage.

Remain
technologically
relevant to younger
populations that
are increasingly
tech savvy. Plan
for impacts from
autonomous
vehicles, starting
with transit.

Continue
to promote
sustainability and
become a leader to
bring private sector
perspectives to
equity solutions in
housing, education,
and workforce
development.

Rise of the
Mid-Tier City

Housing and
Livability

Regionalism

Shift in Global
Wealth

Continued
Advances in
Technology

Social Equity

Global Trends
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prosperous
Attracting Jobs, Growth and Investments
Key to Denver’s continued prosperity will be adapting to the economic
realities of a global economy. The vibrancy of downtown depends on a
growing number unique experiences to create an economically thriving center
for business, retail and tourism. Downtown Denver is a place that supports a
collaborative business environment and builds natural connections that foster
innovation to start and grow firms of all sizes.

KEY TREND
Millennials are now the largest population group in the US
and could hold 75% of all jobs by 2025, and Gen Z, the most
diverse population in US history is following close behind. To

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

build a strong city, Downtown Denver must continue to attract
and welcome an increasingly diverse and skilled workforce.

The Commons on Champa
Under the organizational leadership of the Partnership in collaboration with Colorado Technology
Association and the City and County of Denver, The Commons opened in 2015. Serving as a public
campus for entrepreneurship, more than 40,000 people have accessed programs at The Commons
and helped to build Downtown Denver’s community of innovation and entrepreneurship.

Denver Startup Week
Founded in 2012, Denver Startup Week (DSW) is now the largest free entrepreneurial event in North
America. The week-long event unites downtown’s entrepreneurial community, great companies,
innovation and ideas. In 2017, DSW hosted 18,885 attendees at 376 sessions, and is propelling
Downtown Denver’s reputation as the best place in the country to start and grow a business.

The Ambassador Street (14th Street)
A $14 million streetscape project along 12 blocks of 14th Street was completed in 2012. With its
concentration of visitor-oriented facilities, the “Ambassador Street” lined with 137 new trees is
the welcome mat at the front door of downtown for many visitors. The reconstruction resulted in
52,000 square feet of new space for people and more than half of the right-of-way is now devoted
to pedestrians and cyclists.

Clean and Safe
Through implementation of a comprehensive Security Action Plan that outlines a multifaceted
approach, there is now a full-time downtown security manager, a 24/7 private security team for
the BID, monthly safety and outreach community meetings, and more. In each implementation
year of the Security Action Plan that began in 2016, crime has been down over 10% yearover-year. In 2015, the $8.5 million Lawrence Street Community Center opened to provide a
safe, clean and dignified place for those experiencing homelessness. Full-time security and
sidewalk cleaning has been expanded to the entire Central Platte Valley Commons/Denver
Union Station district.
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FUTURE PRIORITIES
Reconstruct the 16th Street Mall to repair infrastructure and
enhance the outdoor Mall experience, and simultaneously develop
stronger cross street connections from the Mall to other downtown
districts and destinations.
Implement the NextStage Vision Plan for the revitalization of the
Denver Performing Arts Complex (DPAC) and expansion of the
Colorado Convention Center (CCC).
Continue to bolster inclusive economic opportunity by promoting
innovation and entrepreneurship, and supporting the creation and
commercial success of local businesses.
Energize the eastern portion of the commercial core by
introducing innovative uses in existing buildings, encouraging new
development, and investing in strategic public realm and mobility
improvements to strengthen the area’s accessibility, identity and
vitality.
Grow and strengthen existing and new higher education,
world-class research centers of excellence, corporate R&D, and
innovative business startups in downtown to become a global
leader in a distinct economic cluster and related technologies
such as agriculture or water, while creating deep and meaningful
physical and programmatic connections and collaboration between
institutions, their research assets, and the business community.

A Prosperous City
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walkable
Putting Pedestrians First
Walkability is the key ingredient to a successful urban
environment. Creating a transportation network that prioritizes
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users supports placemaking with
unique street-level experiences that invite and stimulate pedestrians.
Strong pedestrian environments foster personal interactions, increase
economic vitality, and reinforce the other vision elements in this plan.

KEY TREND
Only 60% of 18-year-olds have their driver’s license,
steadily decreasing from a high of 80% in the 1980s,
representing the growing shift from vehicles to

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

alternative modes of mobility. To stay competitive,
downtowns must double down on their comparative
advantage through universal design, improved

Denver Union Station

connectivity, and streetscape improvements that

$480 million spent on new public transportation infrastructure, along with the revitalization

encourage multi-modal transportation.

of Denver Union Station, including a 112-room hotel and numerous retail and dining
experiences, stimulated $2 billion of private investment and changed the way people
arrive and experience the center city. As the fully multi-modal transportation nerve
center of the entire region, Denver Union Station is the premier transit-oriented
community in the Rocky Mountain region.

University of Colorado A Line
The Regional Transportation District’s University of Colorado A Line
connects Downtown Denver, Denver International Airport, and the
communities in between with the region’s first commuter rail line.
The powerful economic driver enhances the competitiveness of
Downtown Denver for business and visitor travel alike.

Bicycle City
Downtown Denver has over 19.4 miles of bike lanes in 2017,
more than 8 times the amount of facilities in 2007. There are
now protected bike lanes on six streets in downtown, including
the Arapahoe Street protected bike lane that resulted from a
Partnership and City collaboration to crowdfund the project’s full
design. The effort spurred City funding of the companion lane on
Lawrence Street and construction of both facilities. The 14th Street
Bikeway, downtown’s most recent and highest quality protected
facility, opened in August 2017.
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FUTURE PRIORITIES
Prioritize the pedestrian and invest in walkable corridors in and
around downtown with public realm enhancements that connect to
adjacent districts and create a comprehensive wayfinding system
for a more complete and legible pedestrian network.
Implement the next evolution of Grand Boulevards in Denver along
East Colfax and Broadway with a focus on pedestrians, bikes,
transit, an enhanced tree canopy, and people spaces.
Differentiate the functions of downtown streets in the Denver
Moves: Downtown plan to help develop a more equitable and
accessible transportation network. Seek to integrate emerging
technologies that create a seamless transportation network, and
foster a shift to alternative modes while providing meaningful
placemaking and economic development opportunities.
Prioritize high frequency, reliable, easy to use, and equitable transit
with a focus on local bus routes connecting Downtown Denver to
adjacent neighborhoods to build on and complement the regional
transit system and create more connections running perpendicular
to the 16th Street Mall.

A Walkable City
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diverse
Being a Socially and Economically Inclusive Place
Downtowns thrive on diversity of people and opportunity.
Fostering an equitable, affordable, and inclusive community is
an integral part of creating a flourishing downtown neighborhood.
Downtown Denver will be the driver of action that leads the region
in fostering opportunity and shared prosperity for all. Downtown
must be an economically vital center that doesn’t compromise being a
truly family-friendly and international neighborhood. Diversity cultivates
stronger human capital and greater innovation.

KEY TREND
The next professional, working and creative classes will
increasingly be dominated by women and people of color; there
is no majority race in Gen Z. Downtowns must look for ways to

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Downtown Living
Through the implementation of a place-based economic development strategy outlined
in the 2007 Downtown Area Plan, the downtown population has more than doubled since

engage and welcome diverse populations in all facets of the
downtown experience, including active public spaces, mixed-use
living options at various price points and unit types, transit and
mobility, daycare, retail, art, creative expression, entertainment,
and pathways to local policy and leadership positions.

2007 (9,000 residents in 2007 to over 22,800 people in 2017) filling over 12,000
new housing units. Downtown Denver is becoming a true neighborhood with
residential amenities including three full-service grocery stores and large-format
household goods stores, including a new downtown Target. Significant efforts

FUTURE PRIORITIES

have also been made to work with developers to add a variety of unit types,
create the city’s first-ever affordable housing fund, enact both local and
statewide construction defects legislation and create the Lower Income
Voucher Equity Program (LIVE Denver).

A Family-Friendly Place - Downtown
Denver Expeditionary School
Founded by parents, community members, and business
leaders seeking a high performing school, the Downtown
Denver Expeditionary School (DDES) has grown from a long-time
dream to a vibrant public charter school. DDES opened
in 2013 and serves 365 students grades K-5. DDES
is redefining the meaning of a neighborhood school
community with a diverse range of families who live or
work in the center city.

Advocate for policies and incentives to develop Downtown Denver
as a true neighborhood with diverse housing in price point and unit
type, and a variety of family-oriented businesses and neighborhood
amenities, especially high-quality K-12 schools.
Establish a group or entity focused on research, policy and
implementation related to growing an equitable and inclusive
downtown for residents, businesses, employees and visitors.
Provide a platform and safe space for downtown residents to convene,
engage, and advocate for building an inclusive and strong center city,
and to celebrate the diverse backgrounds of the community.
Complete the downtown pedestrian and bicycle network to provide
seamless and safe connections that embrace adjacent neighborhoods
and add a range of tools and accessible transportation choices
appropriate to a variety of values and budgets.
Construct the 5280 Loop to showcase and connect the many vibrant
and diverse downtown districts and neighborhoods creating a powerful
sense of place that prioritizes people, health, culture and nature.
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A Diverse City
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distinctive
Cultivating a Mosaic of Urban Districts
Denver is distinguished by a mosaic of distinct districts that
each build on their own unique features, and collectively
create a city known for its diverse, well-designed and vital urban
environment. Downtown Denver can build on its sunny and temperate
climate, mountain and urban views, and its history of deep and effective
collaboration building 21st century innovation to cultivate truly memorable
districts with recognizable gathering places.

KEY TREND
E-commerce sales are on the rise, but only account for
less than 10% of total retail sales. Disruption in traditional
retail formats places a premium on unique retail and

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

experiential concepts that provide a tactile experience
and the ability to engage with a chosen brand and brand

Connecting Auraria - Auraria Master Plan Implementation

ambassadors.

The Auraria Campus is a powerful economic engine and workforce pipeline in Downtown
Denver with nearly 50,000 students, faculty and staff. The Auraria Campus continues to foster
connections with the rest of Downtown Denver with six buildings fronting
along Auraria Parkway and Speer Boulevard, and the completion of the Tivoli
Quadrangle and Larimer Street extension that both physically connect Auraia
and create new green space supporting an exciting array of events, festivals
and social gatherings.

Downtown’s New Neighborhood:
Arapahoe Square
The groundwork is laid for the transformation of Arapahoe Square.
In 2011, the 96-acre Arapahoe Square neighborhood was
designated an Urban Renewal Area to catalyze development.
In 2016, a new zoning and design review system was created to
promote the vision for a densely populated, vibrant, mixed-use
neighborhood, with a focus on community and livability along
a portion of the proposed 5280 Loop. In the first three years
after the new zoning, 2,085 new housing units have been built
or are under construction in Arapahoe Square.

Golden Triangle Neighborhood
In 2016, the Golden Triangle was designated and certified
as a Colorado Creative District by the State of Colorado,
further cultivating Golden Triangle as a linchpin in the
mosaic of downtown districts. These steps have ensured an
economically vibrant, diverse and sustainable Golden Triangle that

FUTURE PRIORITIES
Encourage and cultivate the experiential downtown with great pedestrian
realms and vibrant ground floors activated by traditional and innovative
retail, makers, collaborative space and artistic and cultural uses.
Ensure enduring, high-quality design that is authentically related to
Denver throughout downtown by developing district-based design
guidelines and establishing a formal design review process.
Better reflect and celebrate the unique cultures and identity of Denver
and Colorado by integrating recreation, leisure, art and play into
downtown streets and public spaces.
Continue to develop Arapahoe Square as an authentic, inclusive and
sustainable neighborhood complete with shops, services, public space,
and other amenities to meet a variety of daily household needs.
Implement the Downtown Area Plan Central Platte Valley – Auraria
Amendment to shape future development which will transform the area
into a dense, diverse, and distinctive human-scale neighborhood that
celebrates downtown’s connection to the river, offers a variety of housing
types accessible to people of all incomes, and provides a range of
mobility options with an emphasis on walking, bicycling, and transit.

is now recognized as an internationally celebrated arts and culture
destination.
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A Distinctive City
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green
Building a Greener Denver
Investment in our public realm is vital to sustaining a healthy,
active and livable downtown with innovative green infrastructure
techniques and environmental sustainability that address
environmental concerns and contribute to placemaking. We must make
downtown’s public realm a collection of exceptional places that are an
integral part of our urban lifestyle and elevate Denver’s standing on the

KEY TREND

world stage.

While climate change continues to negatively impact urban

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The Outdoor Downtown Plan
The first-of-its-kind 20-year master plan provides visionary and actionable policies, programs
and projects that will enrich downtown’s parks and public spaces. Co-funded and co-led by

environments throughout the US and the world, incorporating
sustainable principles into building and city design has become
more common practice and increasingly cost effective, and thus
easier to incorporate. Social equity and economic sustainability
have emerged as equally important pillars of sustainability over the
last ten years.

the Partnership and Denver Parks and Recreation, a wide range of stakeholders – including
4,000 interested residents – informed the final plan that will ensure vibrant parks
and public spaces are essential identity elements for the center city.

FUTURE PRIORITIES
Skyline Park
Skyline Park is a gathering place for downtown residents, employees and
visitors. Programming includes two seasons of the Skyline Beer Garden,
seven seasons of the Downtown Denver Rink at Skyline Park, games,
movies, and a dog park. Activation strategies have brought
hundreds of thousands of people to the heart of downtown.

A Rejuvenated Civic Center
Design guidelines for Civic Center were adopted by the Denver
Landmark Commission in 2009. The Greek Theater, Voorhies
Memorial, Broadway Terrace and McNichols building all
underwent major renovations over the past ten years. The Civic
Center Conservancy partnered with the Partnership to expand
BID maintenance and ambassadorial services into Civic Center
in 2009, 2010 and 2011. The Conservancy has hosted hundreds
of arts and cultural programs to activate the park and engage the
public.
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Implement the Outdoor Downtown Plan to add and integrate high
quality publicly and privately owned public spaces throughout
downtown that foster better mental and physical health.
Prioritize enhancing the urban tree canopy and treat trees, integrated
stormwater planters, and other landscaping as critical infrastructure
that support a walkable environment, decrease the urban heat island
effect, and mitigate the impacts urbanization has on the hydrologic
cycle.
Adopt policies that reinforce and streamline the ability to test new
ideas for programming, public spaces, and infrastructure that integrates
Smart City solutions and ensures new technologies are positive
additions to an attractive and inviting downtown.
Develop a mechanism, such as an eco-district, that enables downtown
to achieve significant progress in achieving ambitious outcomes in
equity, resilience, and climate protection.

A Green City
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